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EVE continued to develop its programs with extensive use of the
internet to organize volunteer activities with partners on infectious
diseases, species-at-risk, climate change and peace. We continued
to work in Madagascar and Great Lakes Africa, particularly Uganda,
Zambia, Congo DRC, Kenya, Tanzania, South Africa and in Canada's
First Nations. Due to limited resources, we completed our charitable
objects during the year primarily by the use of volunteers. We
continued developing sustainable energy and crowdsourcing
programs and a youth exchange between Indigenous communities
in Canada, urban Canada and Africa, with a focus on species-at-
risk, cultures-at-risk and infectious diseases. This is a similar
program to the large exchanges EVE organized in 1990s, except
now optimizing digital tools and social media. Increasing emphasis
has been placed developing peace programs with the Burundian
diaspora of Canada with several of the EVE youth from the 1990s
leading volunteer efforts toward peace in that country's region. The
Power Stat developed last year has created a platform to provide
WIFI and surveillance to create peace corridors in areas such as
Burundi and eastern DRC. This platform is being used to engage
local communities in addressing threats of war, poaching and
disasters. Internet services are being developed to cover remote
areas and use the surveillance technology to identify threats in war
zones disaster areas and areas where people are poaching or
burning down forests. There is an increased emphasis on training
youth to prepare for the Internet of Things (IoT) and its applications
to peace and stability.
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A renewed emphasis is being put on the focus of youth-at-risk. In
Northern Canada, the primary threat to youth is suicide. In Africa,
the primary threat to youth is violence. An exchange between
African communities and Inuit communities is being developed
around a theme of communities-at-risk. The environment continues
to be the theme that bonds a diversity of participants. But now the
species-at-risk is youth. Training youth to work with solar power
aerostats "Power Stats" and IoT creates platforms for youth-at-risk
to start making the adjustment to a new world of technology.
Training youth to work with advanced technologies to solve global
problems gives them self-esteem. Giving youth the opportunity to
work with other cultures gives them different perspectives on
economic developments, cultural development and the self-
confidence to participate in a fast-changing global economy. Strong
feedback suggests this could have positive impact on reducing
suicide rates in northern Canada. An important theme in reducing
suicide rates is creating programs that provide youth with high
impact projects with irrefutable results. Bringing northern
Canadians, particularly First Peoples, to Africa's conflict zones to
learn how to use technology to save lives provides irrefutable
results for one's self-worth. Results from initial efforts have been
strong and positive.
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Operations Outside Canada

5 Countries
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 Burundi
 Kenya
 Madagascar
 Uganda
 Zambia

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Financials
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Expenses
Total Expenses:
$47,768.00

Revenue
Total Revenue:
$70,000.00


